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FRESH TRADITIONS XV PROGRAM

Opening - Bee Vang & Chenue Her (Emcees) 

First Half - Fashion Show 
Cynthia Lee 
Va Xee Moua 
Kaozong Thao 

Ava Chang 
Mai Sia Yang 

Performance by Sai Cedric Vang 

Intermission 

First raffle drawing 
Performance by Maiyia Vwj 

Second half - Fashion Show 
Xiong Mee Vang 
Nkao Hle Hang 

Yenna 
Chao Xiong 

Second raffle drawing 
Designer’s Challenge Award
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Project Manager
Maikang Lee

Opperations/Logistics
Coordinator - Steve Thao

Vendor/Volunteer
Coordinator - Vanh Thao

Model Instructor
Edduar Daniel Peralta

MEET THE TEAM
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CYNTHIA LEE

Cynthia is a self-taught designer based in
Saint   Paul,   MN.   She  divides   her   time   by
running multiple businesses, tackling the daily 
activities of her four children, and keeping her two 
fur babies active. Her debut collection with Fresh 
Traditions Season XV, MODERN MAUM PAS, pays 
homage  to  the  eclectic  styles  of  the  80’s  whilst
incorporating the aesthetic of the Hmong - 
American boss babes.
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VA XEE MOUA

Va Xee Moua’s passion lies with designing. She began   
her   sewing   journey   periodically   as   a  hobby   and
eventually   declared   it   her   goal  to  design  clothes
flattering to  plus-size  women  like  herself.  Currently
a   graphic   designer,   photographer,   and  creator  of
her own   business   Create   by   Va  Xee   Moua,   she   is
expanding to showcase her own collection of unique 
Hmong textile designs. For Fresh Traditions XV, The 
Collection: Power in Diversity theme, Va Xee will 
be utilizing  her  design  collection  with inspiration 

 from the style of the subgroup Hmong Myanmar/
                 Burma.
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KAOZONG THAO

Kaozong Thao is currently a student pursuing
a degree in Business  Administration. However,
she has previously modeled and handmakes 
Hmong jewelry as a creation to her jewelry line 
called   Zoo   Designs.   Expanding   her   way  into 
fashion designing, Kaozong will be taking on the 
subgroup Hmong  White for her collection in Fresh 
Traditions XV “The Collection: Power in Diversity.”
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AVA CHANG

Located in Michigan, Ava Chang is a stay-at-home 
mother that loves to read, watch movies, and does 
hand and machine sewing. Her inspiration for her 
designs   in   The   Collection:  Power   in   Diversity
portrays the emotions everyone goes through. 
Ava’s design will express happy to sad, anger, etc.
with the inspiration from colorful patterns from
Hmong subgroups in Vietnam that  has changed 
over time  to  distinguish them as Hmong people
        from Vietnam.
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MAI SIA YANG

Mai Sia Yang,  born  from  Thailand  and
moved  to  Wisconsin,  graduated  from  the
University of Wisconsin-Stout. She loves the 
technical and engineer side of apparel design. 
Mai Sia is an associate tech designer for men and 
kids wear. Her designs in The Collection: Power 
in Diversity are inspired by The Nutcracker as a 
relation to the history of the Hmong at war with 
her subgroup being of the Hmong people from 
Thailand, or Hmong Thai.
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XIONG MEE VANG

Xiong Mee Vang is new to designing but has 
learned her ways. This has been a dream for her 
to follow the tradition and her mother’s footstep 
of making Hmong clothes. For The Collection: 
Power in Diversity, she will be balancing her ideas 
of a modern look with the French style to her 
Hmong subgroups   that   are   located in French 
Guiana. While designing for this collection, she is 
balancing   between   being   a  mother,  her current
        pregnancy, and sewing.
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NKAO HLE HANG

Nkao Hle Hang graduated with her bachelor’s
degree  at  the  University  of   Wisconsin   Stout  in
Fashion Design and Studio Arts! She is currently a 
Freelance Designer working on many design projects. 
She’s   most   inspired   when   she   surrounds   herself
with  many  creatives,  artists,  and   the   people   she’s
designing for. What keeps her driven is knowing what 
she stands for. Fashion is impactful when there’s a 
story being told and a purpose follows. Aside from 
designing, Nkao Hle enjoys blogging, traveling, and 
photography. She also loves setting aside time to 
spend at the café, beach, and go on a scenic drive.
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YENNA
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Yenna resides in Milwaukee, WI and is a self taught 
fashion designer and participated in multiple 
pageants. Yenna believes fashion has a deep 
influence in our mental health. For this year’s 
collection, Yenna’s Roaring Blossom collection  was 
influenced by the subgroup Hmong Miao. It will 
tell the story of the Pomegranate Mother who’s 
pure and innocent. A being true and loyal to her 
 companions. Her trust and innocence destroyed by
          violation that eventually consumed her.



CHAO XIONG

Chao   Xiong   was   one   of   the   last   few
refugee   from   Thailand  the  was  located  to
Minnesota as a child. Growing up, she was always 
into fashion. She is currently pursuing a  degree 
in Apparel Tech AAS. With her collection in The 
Collection: Power in Diversity, she is taking on the 
subgroup Hmong Chinese. With the influence 
of their designs, Chao wants to create luxurious 
clothing that are ready to wear.
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THANK YOU
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